SILVERBACK LAWNS TM
Australia’s toughest and most realistic
Synthetic Lawn Made for Pets, Kids and Commercial areas

A combination of Coolplus Yarn Technology and
the texturisation of the yarn, has a noticeable
effect on how hot the grass feels, making
Silverback Lawn our COOLEST synthetic turf.
100% Australian made with an industry leading
Life time warranty and AS/NZ ISO 9001:2008
certified.
It is the most natural looking lawn ever! Its fully
textured yarn removes the ‘shine’ effect.
Silverback gives a perfect Matt Finish.
Silverback Lawn has 250 micron thick fibre,
making it suitable for FIFA approved systems
and commercial areas.
Triple backing means extra strength for pet,
children and high traffic areas.
Extra drainage means easy cleaning and safer area.

P-OFF

Affordable with a great return on your investment.
Silverback Lawns unique texturised yarn resists
flattening. It has mono -filament fibres that are already
heat texturised.This allows it to lock in the unique
random appearance while also making sure that
it does not have that flattened appearance that
has dogged synthetic turf for years.
High density construction provides robust yet
comfortable support underfoot and assists greatly
with pet clean up and removal of unwanted debris
like leaves, gumnuts and pet waste.
Clean and safe Polymers means there are no
contaminants to cause ongoing reactions and
failure of the yarn. 100% lead free.
Use in conjunction with P-OFF Infill For Pets for an
odor free, cooler lawn.

TM

INFILL FOR PETS

P-OFF TM Infill For Pets simply the best
odor control for synthetic turf
We all love our pets and want them to be able to enjoy our shared
space but ammonia produced by pet urine can cause your
synthetic turf to smell, this has put some people off from installing
artificial grass. All Seasons Synthetic Turfs P-OFF Infill For Pets,
when installed on top of your new lawn as an infill, will prevent
the ammonia turning into gas which can produce a nasty odor.

Smell Fresher - Stay Cleaner - Feel Cooler

P-OFFTM INFILL FOR PETS

Neutralizes Pet Urine and Keeps Your Lawn Cooler
PET URINE

Pet urine can build up in the sand infill and underneath in the cracker
dust base, over time causing the gas from the ammonia to release in
to the air and produce the strong smell of urine, if untreated.

SYNTHETIC GRASS
P-OFF INFILL
SYNTHETIC GRASS BACKING
CRACKER DUST
TM

The P-OFF Infill For Pets will absorb the urine on contact, which means
the ammonia will be absorbed and reduce build up in the synthetic turf
backing, sand infill or base material.
P-OFF Infill For Pets absorbs and slowly releases moisture, so when
hydrated will reduce the surface temperature of your lawn over a
few days until re-hydrated.

EARTH

WITH P-OFFTM INFILL
Pet urine is absorbed by the P-off TM Inﬁll
and odours are substantially neutralised
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Bio enzymatic Synthetic Pet Turf & Floor
Cleaner, Deodorizer & Drain Maintainer
Economic, easy to apply concentrated Bio-Enzyme
Simple application using spray gun or pump spray, leave for
3-5 minutes then rinse thoroughly
Controls toxic ammonia
Used in conjunction with Silverback Lawn and P-Off Infill For
Pets will have maximum results
Recommended by leading manufacturers of Synthetic Lawn
Recommended by Vets Worldwide
See www.p-off.com.au for directions for use
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